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Let G be a finite quasisimple group and let V be a faithful G-module
< < w xover a field of characteristic coprime to G . In HLS, Theorem 6 , it is
shown that, with finitely many exceptions, G has a regular orbit on the
  . .vectors of V i.e., there is a vector ¨ g V such that C ¨ s 1 . TheG
purpose of this note is to prove an extension of this result; this extension is
w xused by Robinson and Thompson in the proof of RT, Theorem 3 , a result
 .which completes the solution of the well-known k GV -problem for large
primes.
THEOREM. Let p be a prime with p ) 530. Suppose that G is a p9-group
and V is a faithful F G-module such that G has a quasisimple normalp
subgroup H which is irreducible on V. Then one of the following holds:
 .i G has a regular orbit on the ¨ectors of V;
 . ii H s A , c - p, and V is the ``natural'' module for H that is,c
 . 4V s a , . . . , a : a g F ,a s 0 , with coordinates permuted naturally1 c i p i
.by H .
 .Remarks. 1. Conclusion ii gives genuine examples having no regular
orbit, for arbitrary p. For example, let c s p y 1, G s FU = S and V sp c
 . 4  .a , . . . , a : a g F ,a s 0 . Let ¨ s a ??? a g V. If a s a for1 c i p i 1 c i j
 .  .  4  4some distinct i, j, then i j g C ¨ . Otherwise, a , . . . , a s F y aG 1 c p
1  .for some a . Then a s p p y 1 y a ; hence a s 0. Thus, reorderingi 2
coordinates we have
¨ s 1, y1, 2, y2, . . . , p y 1 r2, p q 1 r2 .  . .
 . .  .and so the permutation x s 12 34 . . . p y 2, p y 1 sends ¨ ª y¨ .
 .  .Then y1 ? x g C ¨ . Consequently C ¨ / 1 for all ¨ g V; in otherG G
words, there is no regular orbit.
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2. The bound 530 has been chosen so large to make the proof as
smooth as possible; it is very likely that the result holds with a much
smaller bound.
Proof of Theorem. Let G, V, p satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem.
Assume that G has no regular orbit on vectors. Then we have
V s C x . ² .  .D V
 4xgGy 1
 .We aim to show that conclusion ii of the theorem must hold.
 .  . < <Let k s End V , K s End V and t s K : k . Then V is anF G F Hp p
absolutely irreducible kG-module, and an irreducible but not necessarily
.absolutely irreducible kH-module. Since K*.G also satisfies the hypothe-
 .sis of the theorem and has no regular orbit, we may and do assume that
K* F G. Write
H s HrZ H , .
so that H is simple. The group GrK*H acts as k-automorphisms of K, so
< <t divides Out H ; also GrK* is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut H.
< < < < tDefine n s dim V and let q s k , so K s q . Then we havek
 :H F C K s GL K , G F N K s GL K ? c , .  .  .  .G L k . n r t G L k . n r tn n
where c is a field automorphism of order t.
< <LEMMA 1. We ha¨e q - 6 Aut H .
 4  .Proof. Let x g G y 1 , and write x s gt with g g GL K , t gn r t
 : < < < s  .c . Let s s t , so s t. Observe that x g GL K .n r t
s  s. <  . <Suppose that x f K*. Then dim C x F nrt y 1; hence C x FK V V
<  s. < tn r ty1. nyt  .C x F q s q . Therefore dim C l x F n y t for all l gV k V
 .k*. Let the eigenspaces of x on V over k have dimensions r , . . . , r .1 l
Then
< < r1 r l ny t t nytC l x F q q ??? qq F q q q F 2 q . ) .  . V
lgk*
s w x  .Now suppose x g K*. Then by GL, 7.2 , x is GL K -conjugate ton r t
i i  .lc , for some l g K* and some i. If c s 1 then C x s 0; otherwise,V
<  . < n r cC x F q for some c ) 1 dividing n. Arguing as above withV
 .eigenspaces of x on V over k , we deduce
< < n r2C l x F 2 q . )) .  . V
lgk*
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 .  . < < <  . <   ..Combining ) and )) with the fact that V F  C x by ² ,x g Gy14 V
we obtain
< < n < < ny t < < n r2V s q F Grk* .2 q q Grk* ? 2 q
qt y 1
ny t n r2< <F 2 Aut H q q q . .
q y 1
 t .  . ty1 nSince for q ) 2 we have 2 q y 1 r q y 1 F 3q , this yields q F
ny1< <6 Aut H q , giving the result.
w x  .As in HLS, p. 454 , for g g G y K* let r g be the minimal number of
conjugates of g which generate a group containing H, and define
r s max r g : g g G y K* . 4 .
 .  .   ..LEMMA 2. i For g g G y K*, dim C g F n 1 y 1rr g .k V
 .  .  .  .  ..ii For g g C K* y K*, dim C g F nrt 1 y 1rr g .G K V
2 . < <iii If r - nrt and nrt G 4, then q F 6 Aut H .
rrnyr tqr . .  < <.iv We ha¨e q F 3 Aut H .
 . w x w xProof. i As V is irreducible, V, G s V, and hence, dim V, g Gk
 .  .  .nrr g , giving i . Part ii follows similarly.
 .  .  .iii Suppose r - nrt. Then by ii , for g g C K* y K we haveG
 .dim C g F nrt y 2. Now we argue as in the proof of Lemma 1. LetK V
< < sx s gt g G as in that proof, with t s s. If x f K* then the eigenspaces
of x over k all have dimension at most n-2 t, so as nrt G 4 we have
< < ny2 t 2 t ny2 tC l x F q q q F 2 q . . V
lgk*
 .Combining this with )) in the proof of Lemma 1, we obtain
qt y 1
n ny2 t n r2 ny2< < < < < <V s q F 2 Aut H q q q F 6 Aut H q , .
q y 1
 .giving iii .
 .  .  .iv If x g G y k* then by i , the eigenspaces of x on V over k
 .have dimension at most n 1 y 1rr , and hence,
< < n1y1r r .C l x F 2 q . . V
lgk*
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It follows that
qt y 1
n n1y1r r . n1y1r r .< < < <q F Grk* .2 q F 2 Aut H q .
q y 1
n r r .y tq1 . < <  .Hence as q ) 2 , q F 3 Aut H , giving iv .
 .LEMMA 3. Suppose H ( A and conclusion ii of the theorem does notc
 .hold. If c G 20 then nrt G c c y 3 r2; and if c G 12 then nrt ) c q 2.
Proof. Assume c G 12, so that H s A or 2 ? A . If H s 2 ? A then byc c c
w x wcysy1.r2xWa we have nrt G 2 , where s is the number of terms in the
 .2-adic expansion of c. For c G 20 this is greater than c c y 3 r2; and for
c G 12 it is greater than c q 2. If H s A then the KH-module V isc
contained in the restriction of an irreducible KS -submodule of V ­S ofc c
w xdimension n or 2n. By Ra, Main Theorem, p. 146 , for c G 15 the
nontrivial irreducible S -modules in characteristic p ) c of dimension lessc
 . . cy1, 1. cy2, 2. cy2, 12 .than c c y 1 c y 5 r6 are the Specht modules S , S , S
1c. and the tensor products of these with S , of dimensions c y 1, c c y
.  . .3 r2, c y 1 c y 2 r2, respectively. Each of these is irreducible on re-
striction to A , so either V is one of these KH-modules or dim V G c c yc
. . cy1, 1.1 c y 5 r12. As V is not S by the hypothesis of this lemma, it
 . w xfollows that nrt G c c y 3 r2 when c G 15. Finally, for c G 12, by Ra
again the only nontrivial irreducible S -modules of dimension less thanc
 . cy1, 1. 1c.2 c q 2 are S and its tensor product with S , and the result
follows.
LEMMA 4. The theorem holds if H ( A .c
 .Proof. Suppose H ( A and ii of the theorem does not hold. Assumec
 .first that c G 20. By Lemma 3, we have nrt G c c y 3 r2.
Suppose first that t s 1, so that k s K. We know that Grk* ( A or S .c c
 .For g g G y k* write g for the image of g in Grk*, and define d g s
 .  .  :  4c y orb g , where orb g is the number of orbits of g on 1, . . . , c .
w xBy HLS, Theorem 3 ,
r g s r g F c y 2 rd g q 4 4 .  .  .  .
  4where y denotes the smallest integer which is greater than or equal to
.  . k  . 1y . The elements x g S with d x F 4 have cycle-shapes 2 k F 4 , 3 ,c
2 1 1 < < <  . <   ..3 , 4 , and 5 . Hence from V F  C x see ² , and Lemmax g Gy14 V
 . th2 i , we obtain, writing c for the r binomial coefficient ``c choose r,''r
q n F 2 c q n1y1rcq2.. q 3c q 2c q n1y2rcq7.. . 2 4 3
q 15c q 6c q n1y3rcq12.. .6 4
q 105c q 40c q 24c q n1y4rcq17.. q c!q n1y5rcq22.. . . .8 6 5
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Therefore,
2c!G q5n rcq22. y 2c q n5rcq22.y1rcq2..2
y 2 3c q 2c q n5rcq22.y2rcq7.. .4 3
y 2 15c q 6c q n5rcq22.y3rcq12.. .6 4
y 2 105c q 40c q 24c q n5rcq22.y4rcq17.. . .8 6 5
 .Since q ) c G 20 and n G c c y 3 r2, the second, third, fourth, and fifth
1 5n rcq22.terms of the right-hand side are all less than q , and hence,8
q5n rcq22. F 4c!.
5n rcq22. c  .As q ) c it follows that c - c ; hence, 5n - c c q 22 . This
 .conflicts with n G c c y 3 r2 when c G 20.
Therefore c - 20. If c G 12 then by Lemma 3, n ) c q 2; hence, n ) r
w x  . 2  .by HLS, Theorem 3 . Then Lemma 2 iii gives p F 6c!F 6 19! , whence
p - 530, contrary to the hypothesis of the theorem. And if c - 12 then
 . 30Lemma 1 gives p F 6 12! - 5 , again a contradiction.
To complete the proof, suppose now that t ) 1. We know that c / 6
 . < <  .by Lemma 1 , so Out H s 2, and hence, t s 2. By Lemma 2 i , for
g g G y K* we have
< < n1y1r r  g ..C lg F 2 q , . V
lgk*
whence we obtain as above
q n F 2 q q 1 c q n1y1rcq2.. q 3c q 2c q n1y2rcq7.. .  . 2 4 3
q 15c q 6c q n1y3rcq12.. .6 4
q 105c q 40c q 24c q n1y4rcq17.. q c!q n1y5rcq22.. . . .8 6 5
30This leads to the contradiction p - 5 as before.
LEMMA 5. The theorem holds if H is sporadic.
30< < < <Proof. By Lemma 1, p F 6 Aut H ; hence 6 Aut H ) 5 . This forces
XH to be J , Fi , Fi , BM, or M. For these groups we use the inequality4 23 24
 .rr nyr tqr
< <p F 3 Aut H .
 .given by Lemma 2 iv .
< <Observe that t F 2 as t divides Out H . Also r is at most the number of
< <  .prime divisors of Aut H counting multiplicities , while lower bounds for
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w xnrt can be read off from the character table of H, given in At . We obtain
the following:
H nrt G r F
J 1333 344
Fi 782 3823
XFi 783 4824
BM 4371 70
M 196883 95
30 .Then Lemma 2 iv gives p - 5 , a contradiction.
LEMMA 6. The Theorem holds if H is of Lie type.
Proof. Suppose H is a group of Lie type over F , where of courses
 . w xp, s s 1. Let l be the BN-rank of H. Then by HLS, Theorem 2 ,
 .  .r F 8 2 l q 1 . Also nrt G R H , the smallest dimension of any nontrivialp
irreducible projective representation of H in characteristic p. Thus by
 .Lemma 2 iv , we have
 .   .  . ..8 2 lq1 r tR H y8 ty1 2 lq1p< <p F 3 Aut H . ))) . .
30< <By Lemma 1 we know that 6 Aut H G 5 ,
 . w xLower bounds for R H are given by LaSe . In all cases these,p
 . 30combined with ))) , yield p - 5 , a contradiction; we give the details
 .of this calculation for the case H s L s , and omit the details for otherm
groups.
 .Suppose then that H s L s , and assume first that m G 3. Then bym
my 1w x  .  .LaSe , R H G s y 1. Thus ))) givesp
 .   my 1 .  . ..8 2 my1 r t s y1 y8 ty1 2 my12mp - s s f s, t , m . . .
my 1  .First note that if s y 1 F 8 2m y 1 then one of the following holds:
<  . <s s 2, m F 7; s s 3, m F 4; s F 5, m s 3; in all these cases 6 Aut L sm
30 my1  .- 5 , a contradiction. Hence s y 1 ) 8 2m y 1 , whence nrt ) r.
 .  <  . <.1r2 <  . < 60Therefore by Lemma 2 iii , p F 6 Aut L s , so 6 Aut L s G 5 .m m
 .Now for fixed m and t, the function f s, t, m defined above decreases
as s increases; hence it achieves its maximum value at the smallest s such
<  . < 60that 6 Aut L s G 5 . For m G 12 this value of s is 2, and hence,m
 11 .8.23r 2 y1144 30p - 2 - 5 . .
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For m s 11, the smallest value of s is 3, so
 10 .8.21r 3 y1121 30p - 3 - 5 . .
Similarly, p - 530 for smaller values of m. Finally, when m s 2 we have
 .  . w xR H G s y 1 r2 by LaSe , and the same argument goes through.p
The proof of the theorem is now complete.
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